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Overview
LEADER OF TOTAL LIVING CULTURE
At F.G.F, we are proud of our high reputation in service and quality, which we have acquired over the last 37 years. We intend to expand further in years to come.

GLOBAL ENTERPRISE TAKE OFF
Since 1985, we continuously foresee trends and form our vision in the fashion industry through our successful marketing prowess.
As we continue to progress in the 21st century, F.G.F aspires to become the finest enterprise in both apparel and food industries in the world.

GLOBAL FASHION ENTERPRISE

We have established the fashion brands ‘INTERMEZZO’, ‘C.P. COMPANY’, and ‘STONE ISLAND’. Later on, we also renewed from ‘INTERMEZZO’ to ’I.M.Z PREMIUM’ in 2014. Then, it launched
the fashion & lifestyle concept store, ‘COEVO’ in 2014. F.G.F is continuously growing as a global fashion enterprise together with various imported brands. In 2022, established joint venture of
STONE ISLAND.

LEADING FRESH TRENDS IN FOOD BUSINESS

With the aim to create the best living culture value and improve the quality of life, F.G.F Group has made a ceaseless effort to expand its business in food, clothing and shelter that greatly affects daily life decisions of mankind. Combining business strategies and international infrastructures that F.G.F has built, it successfully opened the Italian classic restaurant ‘BUONASERA’ in
December 2002 and launched ‘STASERA’ in July 2005. In October 2011, FGF’s latest addition to its chain is the ‘STASERA Trattoria’ at the Seoul Finance Center, which caters the exotic taste
of Italian home cooking to the local market.
In November 2011, F.G.F opened its first franchise store of ‘JANES PICKY PIZZA’, the specialty mini pizza shop that would definitely win the appetite of both those who want to enjoy their pizza
alone or with the whole crew. F.G.F is also known as an exclusive distributor of many famous wines such as ‘ZACCAGNINI’; Italian premium beer, ‘MENABREA’; Alps natural glacier water, ‘SURGIVA’, and Italian prosciutto brands from ‘Pietro Negroni’ company, F.G.F will keep searching for the best food products and beverages from all over the world to introduce to the Korean market.

F.G.F. moves forward and drives itself to break walls to become the most outstanding company
in fashion & food industry, following its mission, “LIVING LIFE’S BEST”.

DATE FOUNDED

1985.11. 23

LOCATION

Samjung Bldg., 678, Yeoksam-Dong, Gangnam-Gu, Seoul, Korea

REPRESENTATIVES

Jin-won Choi / Chairman

BRANDS

COEVO, C.P. COMPANY, ACRONYM, NEMEN, NILMANCE, TRANSIT, SURGIVA, BUONASERA, GF VINO, GF ALIMENTO, ILILSIHOIL

|

Sang-iel Kim / Vice Chairman
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FGF Philosophy
FGF MISSION
We create a new standard in lifestyle to add value to your life.

FGF SPIRIT

FGF PEOPLE

Challenge : No fear of failure in order to overcome challenges
Cooperation : Respect to all people we work with
Creativity : Pushing the limits to create new standards
Ownership : Confidence to take control to accomplish tasks

Communication : Transparency in communication to deliver a clear message
Family : Implement a harmonious and win-win working environment for employees
Management : Increase brand value through change and innovation
Customer Satisfaction : Satisfy not only customers’ needs but also their wants
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HISTORY of

2022.01.01
2020.12.23
2018.10.11
2017.10.26
2014.10.24
2014.02.14
2012.11.08
2012.10.30
2011.10.31
2011.10.27
2010.10.26
2008.10.01
2008.08.29
2007.09.07
2007.03.23
2007.03.10
2006.11.03
2006.09.21
2006.05.09
2006.02.23
2005.07.15
2004.12.01
2003.10.17
2003.07.15
2003.03.03
2003.01.10
2002.12.02
2000.03.24
1998.09.01
1996.01.10
1995.09.30
1995.07.01
1995.02.01
1993.11.04
1990.04.01
1989.03.01
1987.12.01
1986.08.15
1985.12.30
1985.11.23

Established joint venture of STONE ISLAND
Split-off the C.P. Company business division into GF fashion
STONE ISLAND Daegu flagship store renewal opening
STONE ISLAND Seoul flagship store renewal opening
Premium selected store COEVO Seoul grand opening
Premium selected store I.M.Z PREMIUM Seoul grand opening
Selected Store “GEEKSHOP” at Garosu St., Seoul grand opening
Selected Store “GEEKSHOP” at Times Square Mall, Seoul grand opening
JANES PICKY PIZZA launching
Italian authentic trattoria, “STASERA TRATTORIA” grand opening
Footwear & lifestyle products selected store “GEEKSHOP” Seoul flagship store grand opening
“C.P. COMPANY & STONE ISLAND” Seoul flagship store grand opening
Footwear & lifestyle products selected store “GEEKSHOP” opening and chic & urban selected shoe store “SHOECLIP” launching
Swedish shoe brand “TRETORN” launching
President Jin-Won Choi & Vice President Ja-Yeon Ku inaugurated as chairman & president, respectively.
First stores of “C.P. COMPANY UNDERSIXTEEN” and “STONE ISLAND JUNIOR” at Galleria Department Store grand opening
“PAUL & SHARK” main store at Lotte Department Store grand opening
“STASERA” 3rd Store in Apgujeong grand opening
Italian prestigious casual brand, “PAUL & SHARK” launching and Seoul flagship grand opening
Opened “STASERA” 2nd Store in Gangnam
Italian well-being Café, “STASERA” main store grand opening
Financed G.F Vino Co.,Ltd.
Received Korea Distribution Award with presidential citation
Launched C.P. COMPANY UNDERSIXTEEN and STONE ISLAND JUNIOR
Received the 37th Taxpayer’s Day with presidential citation
C.P. COMPANY DONNA launching
Italian restaurant, “BUONASERA” grand opening
Received the 34th Taxpayers’ Day with citation from superintendent of Seocho Tax Office
Changed the company name to F.G.F CO.,LTD. (Forward Global Fashion)
STONE ISLAND & C.P. COMPANY launching and Seoul Flagship Store opening
D’URBAN INC. (Japan) and SBW D’URBAN LTD. (F.G.F) cancelled a joint venture agreement and signed a licensing agreement for INTERMEZZO
SPW COMPANY (Italy) and SBW D’URBAN LTD. signed exclusive distribution & licensing agreement
Withdrew from D’URBAN brand distribution agreement
Songtan Factory construction completed
Increased investment capital by 3.6 million USD (5.1million USD total paid capital)
D’URBAN INC. (Japan) and SBW D’URBAN LTD. signed a distribution agreement for D’URBAN
Changed the company to SBW D’URBAN LTD
INTERMEZZO Korea launching
D’URBAN INC. (Japan) and D’URBAN KOREA LTD. signed a distribution contract for INTERMEZZO
Defined business objectives of D’URBAN KOREA LTD. and invested capital of 1.5 million USD
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Brand Profile
For the advanced future generation

COEVO, first launched in October 2014, is one of the finest multi-labeled store that introduces innovative
and exclusive collection for the advanced future generation. This brand stands for Futuristic, Genderless
& Ageless, Functional; targeting to the generation who uses digital devices in order to process their work
in the digital-oriented society.

Store Information - 15 coners in major department stores
The Hyundai Seoul
Hyundai Dept. Mokdong Store
Hyundai Dept. Pangyo Store
Hyundai Dept. Daegu Store
Starfield Hanam Store
Shinsegae Dept. Gangnam Store
Shinsegae Dept. Centum City Store
Shinsegae Dept. Daejeon Art & Science Store
Shinsegae Dept. Daegu Store
Shinsegae Dept. Gwangju
Shinsegae Dept. Gyunggi Store
Lotte Dept. Seoul Store
Lotte Dept. Dongtan Store
Lotte Dept. Busan Store
Galleria Timeworld Store

Official Online Store
WWW.COEVO.COM
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Shop detail view_COEVO Starfield Hanam Store
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Shop detail view_COEVO Starfield Hanam Store
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Shop detail view_COEVO THE HYUNDAI SEOUL Store
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Shop detail view_COEVO THE HYUNDAI SEOUL Store
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Shop detail view_COEVO Lotte Dept. Busan Store
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Shop detail view_Coevo Online Store
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* The C.P. Company business is no longer a part of FGF and was split-off into a separate and independent entity in 2020.

Brand Concept
C.P. COMPANY was created with the inspiring idea of bringing traditional clothing elements back into men’s wardrobe.
The design and creation of C.P. COMPANY clothing originates from the interest and research in military uniforms and workwears and more recently the emphasis has fallen
on the evolution of urban city wear. Every piece garments produced with elegance and comfort reflects the philosophy of C.P. COMPANY’s “function and utility”.

Store Information
DEPARTMENT STORE

20 Corners in major department stores
• All corner stores are exclusively located at high fashion districts and urban cities in Korea.

Shop detail view_C.P. Company THE HYUNDAI SEOUL
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Shop detail view_C.P. Company THE HYUNDAI SEOUL
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Italian Fine Dining Restaurant
BUONASERA’s Italian fine dining touches its customers’ hearts through exceptional food preparation
and superb taste. Chef Sam Kim and his staff put devotion in assembling the menu of BUONASERA,
both ‘aperitivo’ and main dishes, in accordance to the meticulous selection of Chef Sam Kim.
With the philosophy, “What you eat is who you are”, BUONASERA advocates the importance of eating
healthy so it only serves food with the most natural ingredients. BUONASERA’s lunch and dinner
menus are each made up of three different courses and one course respectively. When you order a
course menu, our server will provide a brief history of the food and you will be guided through on how
to savor a full experience of your food.

Buonasera Entrance

Buonasera Garden & Bar
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Entrance

Ground floor

Piazza

Stairway to 2nd floor

Table Decoration
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Carlo Moretti product display
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Buonasera menu
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Beverage
GF VINO is the best liquor importing company with an Italian authentic wine culture and history.
It focuses on introducing how to enjoy the culture and history with Italian authentic wine. GF VINO exclusively distributes
several Italian wineries such as Cantina Zaccagnini (famous for nature-friendly farming), Marchesi di Barolo (started
from 1807), Col D’orcia Tenuta, and other major wine makers.
All of wine distributed by GF VINO is nominated by prestigious tournaments around the world such as WINE
SPECTATOR, GILBERT & GAILLARD, WINE ADVOCATE, ROBERT PARKER, and well-known awards.

Wine
GF Vino is exclusively importing and distributing premium wine brands in Korea.

PREMIUM WINE SELECTIONS
Col d’Orcia : Olmaia Sant’Antimo Cabernet DOCG, Brunello di Montalcino DOCG
Marchesi di Barolo : Langhe Bric Amel DOCG, Barbaresco DOCG, Barolo DOCG
Cantine Ceci : Nani Otello Extra Dry, Othello Nero, Emilia Lambrusco Rosso – TO YOU
Cantina Zaccagnini : Montepulciano Dal Tralcetto, Pinot Grigio IGT, Il Bianco di Ciccio, Crystal Twig Trebbiano, Crystal Twig Montepulciano
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“Menabrea” : The best Italian beer made of light water from the Italian Alps
FERRARI OF BEERS
Menabrea, one of the top 1% beers in the world beer market, was launched near the Italian Alps in 1846 and has maintained its
reputation by producing the premium beer in small quantities to keep its quality for 172 years. Menabrea is heavily favored to be
compared with Ferrari in Italy and its popularity creates a certain fan base for it.

BEST TASTE RECOGNIZED BY EXPERTS
Menabrea is renowned for its taste and flavor not only in Italy but also in the worldwide competitions such as World Beer
Championship. It shows its excellence as the world best beer by winning the competition in 1997, 1998, 2000, 2004 and 2005.
Menabrea was once an issue when it was in short supply even in Italy since it is produced in small quantities to maintain its quality.

BEST TASTE AND FLAVOR
Menabrea’s special yeast, all the ideal materials and the light water from the Alps make a mellow taste and rich flavor. And the
optimum materials generate the best beer both in taste and in sight which takes on gold color.

Made in Italy
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VAPORETTO PROSECCO BRUT
SORANZO VALDOBBIANDENE PROSECCO
SUPERIORE SPUMANTE
RELIO SPUMANTE EXTRA BRUT 2009

CION
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

PALE LAGER

TORCOLATO

EMILIA LAMBRUSCO ROSSO - TO YOU
IT’S CECI STYLE
BAROLO
BARBARESCO

PINOT GRIGIO
IL BIANCO DI CICCIO
MONTEPULCIANO DAL TRALCETTO

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO
BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO

SYRAH PUGLIA
CHARDONNAY PUFLIA
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SURGIVA

NEGRONI

GF ALIMENTO, Total F&B Company representing Republic of Korea
GF stands for Global Food in FORWARD GLOBAL FASHION & FOOD leaping for global F&B company. GF ALIMENTO, dealing with qualified Italian F&B, imports and distributes Italian glacial water, SURGIVA, premium prosciutto, PIETRO NEGRONI. GF
ALIMENTO has partnership with 5-star hotels such as Intercontinential COEX, Le Meridien Seoul and restaurants such as Buonasera will increase importing competitive Italian F&B gradually for the purpose of being the total F&B company representing Korea.
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Glacial water from the Italian Alps
Glacial water from mountains surrounding the Alps is safe from micro pollutants that can emerge during the process of pumping water by using a special filtering system. As Surgiva contains the best mineral
content which is ideal for human body, it is good for even newborn babies as well as adults. Surgiva is exclusively offered at the best restaurants, hotels and cafeterias and it doesn’t have any influence on
the tastes or flavors of dishes since it has flat flavor and includes only small amount of mineral.
In terms of packaging, Surgiva has attractive label and bottle designed by Franco Giacornetti. Surgiva is bottled in the transparent container in the nearby town of Carisolo in order to maximize its softness and
digestive function. It holds it place as great mineral water in the bottled water market in Italy and strengthens its position in England, Germany and Japan as well. In France, Surgiva is served at the franchise
shop “Fauchon” that serves high quality cuisines. The water source is located around Adamello-Brento National Park in Italy and the water emerges from rock vein at Pra dell’Era, a peak of the Alps. Surgiva,
poured directly from the peak, is guaranteed safe and free from any harmful bacteria.

1L

750ml

500ml

250ml

250ml

Mineral Water

500ml

750ml

Sparkling Water
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Contact Details

ADDRESS
F.G.F. Co., Ltd.
Samjung Bldg., 678,
Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, Korea 06141

NUMBERS
Office | +82.2.3481.2522
Fax | +82.2.3481.3922

EMAIL ADDRESS
info@fgf.co.kr

WEBSITES
www.fgf.co.kr
www.coevo.com
www.cpcompany.co.kr
www.buonasera.co.kr
www.gfvino.co.kr
www.gfalimento.co.kr
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